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Abstract The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the next generation very high
energy gamma-ray observatory. Three classes of telescopes, of large, medium and small
sizes are designed and developed for the observatory. The single-mirror option for the
small-size telescopes (SST-1M), of 4 m diameter, dedicated to the observations of the
highest energy gamma-rays above several TeV, consists of 18 hexagonal mirror facets
of 78 cm flat-to-flat. The goal of the work described in this paper is the investigation of
a surface shape quality of the mirror facets of the SST-1M CTA telescope. The mirrors
measured are made of composite materials formed using sheet moulding compound
(SMC) technology. This solution is being developed as an alternative to glass mirrors,
to minimize the production cost of hundreds of mirrors for the network of telescopes,
while retaining the optical quality of the telescope. To evaluate the progress of design,
production technology and the mirrors’ functionality in operating conditions, the three-
dimensional (3D) Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method was selected and imple-
mented for testing selected mirrors. The method and measurement procedure are
described. The novel measurement approach based on 3D DIC has been proven to
be well suited to the investigation of the mirrors’ behavior with temperature, producing
the necessary accuracy.
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1 Introduction

The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) project is an initiative to build the next
generation ground-based very high energy gamma-ray instrument [1]. Gamma
rays with photon energies ranging from several tens of GeV to beyond 100
TeV will be detected by ground-based telescopes that observe the Cherenkov
light emitted in air showers created by gamma rays. To achieve its goals, the
array will consist of at least three types of telescopes. The highest energy
photons will be observed by Small Size Telescopes (SSTs). About 70 of these
will be located in the southern hemisphere array.

A consortium of Polish, Swiss and German institutions is developing an SST
prototype called the Single Mirror Small Size Telescope (SST-1M) [2]. The
telescope is based on a Davies-Cotton design [3] proven in existing Imaging
Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). The novel element of the tele-
scope will be a fully digital and lightweight camera based on Geiger avalanche
photodiodes [4]. The telescope has a focal length of 5.6 m and offers 9° field
of view. The structure of the telescope is formed by a tower, a dish support
structure, a counterweight and a camera mast. 18 mirror facets form the
telescope dish of 4 m diameter. The mirror tiles are hexagonal, 0.78 m flat-
to-flat in size. The effective light collecting area, corrected for the camera and
mast shadowing, is 6.47 m2. Each mirror will be attached to the dish support
structure using a set of actuators allowing for the mirror alignment.

In the design phase different solutions and materials are considered for CTA
mirrors [5]. Glass mirrors are the baseline solution for the SST-1M. However,
in parallel, composite mirrors are being developed by means of sheet moulding
compound (SMC) formation [6] to provide a lightweight, reliable and cost-
effective alternative. SMC is a proven technology in the automotive industry
and some of its advantages include: only a one-step process is needed to
produce the substrate, it is a fast process which takes 3 min only and the
material shows no shrinkage. In addition, the top surface of the composite
mirror does not require polishing, as a smooth surface is obtained. This solution
is being investigated to minimize production cost of hundreds of mirrors for the
network of telescopes, whilst simultaneously fulfilling the telescope’s optical
requirements. Ensuring that the surface shape of the mirror facets is maintained
under all operation conditions is an essential requirement for the performance of
the telescope.

Therefore investigations of the thermal behavior of composite mirrors manufactured
using different designs and manufacturing techniques are crucial for optimizing both
the design and the manufacturing processes. The measurement method should provide
such quantities as shape, deformation and strain distributions as a function of the
temperature. The three dimensional Digital Image Correlation (3D DIC) method [7]
was selected as the best fitted full-field, vision-based measurement method.

In Section 2 a description of the SST-1M composite mirror and its basic tests are
presented. In the next two sections a short description of the 3D DIC method is
provided and the measurement system and methodology are described. In Section 5
the results of example measurements of the mirrors are presented in detail and the
usefulness of this testing method is assessed.
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2 SST-1M composite mirror

The composite mirrors are being developed as an alternative to glass mirrors. The
solution is based on a composite substrate formed using SMC technology. Its major
feature is that the mirror substrate is composed of one isotropic, thermally conductive
material and there is no glass in the structure. The top surface of the composite does not
require polishing, and its smooth surface is obtained through the use of a high gloss
mold. Since no glass is used as a front surface of the substrate, the coating includes not
only reflective and protective layers but also an intermediate layer (lacquer or gel-coat)
applied in order to reduce the surface roughness of the composite substrate, and
improve both the mechanical resistance and coating adhesion. The achieved surface
roughness (Ra) is below 5 nm, which is considered adequate for this application. The
reflectivity of the mirror surface is obtained by the use of the intermediate layer
followed by aluminium coating and a SiO2 protective layer. One of the first prototypes,
of 0.4 m flat-to-flat, is shown in Fig. 1.

At the presented stage of development of this technology, the surface quality of
mirrors made of composite materials does not reach the quality level of glass and
ceramic mirrors. Fortunately the mirrors of the SST-1M do not have very demanding
optical the Point Spread Function (PSF) requirements, these being that 85 % of the
energy should fall within a circle of 32 mm diameter and 80 % of that energy within a
17 mm diameter circle, over a wavelength range of 300 to 550 nm. However this
optical performance must be sustained over the whole temperature operating range
from −15 to 25 °C. For testing, the temperature range was increased to 40 ° C, to have a
picture of the temperature behavior of the mirror in non-operating temperature range.
The optical requirements, presented above, are for the first version of the SST tele-
scope. Next version of the telescope has a proportionally reduced focal length and
dimensions of the detector. Results of the presented analysis are easy to transfer to the
new version by scaling. But the key point for our activities was to evaluate the progress
of development of the applied technology.

The optical and geometrical parameters of the prototype mirrors have been measured
by means of a Form Talysurf PGI 830 profilometer (surface roughness), a coordinate
measuring machine and a 2-f optical measurement system. In the 2-f measurement
system, a point-like light source (a pigtailed diode laser with λ=405 nm or 635 nm) is
placed at the distance which is equal to the mirror radius of curvature (equivalent to
twice the focal length). A detector is placed at the same distance to register the image

Fig. 1 The composite mirror prototype – rear and front side
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(spot) formed by laser beam reflected by the mirror under test. In this configuration we
are able to measure the PSF shape and dimensions, the radius of curvature and the
reflectance of the mirror into the focal spot under laboratory conditions. All these
parameters are dependent on the shape of the mirror surface. This simple measurement
method based on a 2-f system unfortunately cannot be used for the mirror tests inside a
climate chamber. The allowed change in the radius of curvature of the mirror over a
55 °C temperature range is±2 m, which results in a surface deformation of±20 μm.
This value had encouraged us to use a simple image processing based method for shape
and deformation measurements, namely the 3D Digital Image Correlation Method
(DIC). The additional motivation to choose 3D DIC as the experimental method is
its capability to determine strains in an mirror exposed to load (including thermal load),
which must be considered for the SST-1M.

3 Three dimensional (3D) digital image correlation method

DIC is a non-coherent light based method which enables both full-field measurements
of shape and displacements and the determination of strains in a wide variety of objects
[7, 8]. The two-dimensional version of the DIC (2D DIC) measurement procedure is
very simple, and requires the capture of a series of images of a tested object before and
after load (or during loading). The surface of the measured object needs to exhibit a
random texture (a speckle pattern). In most cases it is necessary to cover the measured
object with such a pattern before the measurements start. One of the images in a series
is selected as a reference image for all subsequent analyses. The reference image is
divided into small rectangular regions (subsets) consisting of N×N pixels. The dimen-
sions of the subsets are dependent on the quality and the size of the random pattern on
the measured object. The DIC algorithm then tracks the position of each subset relative
to the reference image in all other images of the series. Corresponding subsets are
matched by finding the maximum of the zero-normalized cross-correlation function
coefficient (or any other correlation metric). The difference in position between a
reference subset and its matched equivalent defines the in-plane displacement vector
at the subset’s origin (U denotes displacements along ‘x’ axis and V denotes displace-
ments along ‘y’ axis). Repeating this process over the area of interest yields a
displacement map, that is sampled at an interval defined by the subset size and the
separation of subsequent subsets selected for analysis (step size). Sub-pixel accuracy is
achieved by sophisticated interpolation methods.

In 3D DIC, a pair of images is acquired simultaneously by two cameras
viewing the object from different directions. DIC, combined with stereo-vision
and triangulation methods [9], provides maps of the shape together with out-of-
plane and in-plane displacements of an object which have occurred between
acquisitions of images. The 3D DIC measurement procedure is presented in
Fig. 2. The cross-correlation function is calculated twice: for the first time in
order to determine (x, y, z) coordinates of each subset in a stereo-image pair and
for the second time in order to match all subsets against corresponding subsets in
other images of the measurement series (providing in-plane and out-of-plane
displacements). In the Figures hereafter, displacements along x and y axes are
denoted as U and V, while displacements along z axis are denoted as W.
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The sensitivity of 2D DIC depends on the dimensions of the fields of view and the
resolution of the cameras. In the 3D DIC method, the sensitivity also depends on the
triangulation angle between the cameras.

Using the DIC method in experimental tests provides much more data than
pointwise techniques. The measurements are carried out using thousands or millions
of points on the measured object simultaneously and in all directions. The data obtained
can be easily post-processed in order to calculate deformations or strain maps. The
feasibility of 3D DIC and its modifications in different domains have been proven in a
number of scientific articles published in recent years [10–18].

4 Measurement setup and methodology

The mirror was specially modified before the measurements by spraying with white
paint and later introducing a speckle (random) pattern with black paint. The 3D DIC
measurement system consisted of two AVT Pike 16 Mpx cameras equipped with
28 mm focal length lenses. The measurement setup is presented in Fig. 5b.
According to [7] the accuracy of displacement measurements with these cameras and
over a 0.6 m×0.6 m FOV would be as good as 2 μm (corresponding to 0.01 px
accuracy). Due to experimental errors [19, 20] and observation through the window, the
estimated accuracy was approximately 10 μm.

In each series of measurements, the mirror was placed in a FEUTON K-400 climate
chamber, which provided the temperature control. In order to ensure the optimal
illumination conditions, the chamber was covered inside with black cardboard (to
reduce the influence of light reflections) and the LED light was placed inside the
chamber. The 3D DIC cameras monitored the mirror through a window in the door of
the chamber. The window consisted of 5 glass layers, which influenced the accuracy of

Fig. 2 Scheme of 3D DIC measurement procedure. An example subset from the reference image (the red
rectangle in the middle) is matched against similar subsets in other images of the series; the contour plot in the
middle is an example distribution of the correlation coefficient– the peak indicates the best matched position of
the subset
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the measurements. In order to estimate the systematic error caused by the observation
window two shape measurements of the mirror at room temperature were performed:
the first with the doors of the climate chamber open, and the second with closed doores.
The results are presented in Fig. 3.

The measurements through the window introduced a modulation of z coordinate
with an amplitude of approximately 0.01 mm, which is small when compared to the
recorded W displacements, which are of an order of 0.1 mm.

Figure 4 shows the temperature cycle implemented during the tests in the climate
chamber, together with the indication of the time points when the sequential measure-
ments were taken.

In order to ensure a stable temperature and homogeneous temperature distribution,
the mirror was kept at each test temperature for about one hour before performing the
measurement. The temperature of the mirror was measured with a set of point-like
sensors, glued on the rear of the mirror (Fig. 5a). Cooling or heating the mirror by
20 °C took approximately 10 min.

Images of the measured mirror were acquired at 60 s intervals, which resulted in 400
pairs of frames captured by the DIC cameras. The measurement setup is presented in
Fig. 5b.

The 3D DIC analysis presented below was made with the CCI software, developed
at the Institute of Micromechanics and Photonics, Warsaw University of Technology, in
collaboration with KSM Vision (http://ksmvision.pl/en 2014) and with VIC 3D
software developed by Correlated Solutions (www.correlatedsolutions.com 2014). All
U, VandW displacement maps (or values) presented below correspond to the x, y and z
axes respectively. Coordinate systems are overlaid on the displacement maps.

5 Measurement results

This section presents the detailed results of our sample measurements. At the first
experimental stage the complete mirror structure (the substrate with intermediate layer)
was examined in the climate chamber over the full range of temperatures following the
scheme described in Fig. 4. Reference frames were taken at 20 °C. The measurements
were then repeated on a mirror having only the substrate and no intermediate layer. The
main goal in these two series of measurements was to evaluate the possible influence of

Fig. 3 Point cloud of the measured object acquired with 3D DIC method: (a) observation through the
window, (b) direct observation (with opened door)
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the intermediate layer on the mirror deformation when the ambient temperature is
changed.

Example U, VandW displacement maps (obtained after rigid body movements have
been removed) of the mirror with the intermediate layer are presented in Fig. 6.

As one can observe in Fig. 6, the mirror’s radius of curvature decreased with
decreasing temperature (negative W displacements in the centre of the mirror and
positive W displacement at the edges) and increased with increasing temperature
(positive W displacements in the centre of the mirror and negative W displacement at
the edges). It is also clear that the mirror returns to its original shape once it returns to its
initial temperature of 20 °C. However comparing the maps presented in Fig. 6c and e,
which theoretically were captured at the same temperature, some differences can be
observed. There are a few reasons of these differences. At first it should be noted that at
20 °C the displacement values are smaller by one order of magnitude when compared
to other states of load. Actually, due to the systematic error caused by the observation
through window of the chamber (see Fig. 3), the values obtained in states M3 and M5
are close to the accuracy limit of the method. The influence of the observation through
the window is reflected by the high frequency variations of the presented displacement
maps. Secondly, the temperature has been measured with approximately 0.5 °C uncer-
tainty and additionally the temperature could have not been distributed homogeneously
over whole surface of the mirror (pointwise sensors measurements differs from each

Fig. 4 Cycle of temperature changes implemented during the measurements; steady states are indicated with
red dots
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other by a maximum of 0.5 °C). All of these facts influenced the displacement maps
acquired in steady states M3 and M5 (even though theoretically temperature was 20 °C
in both states). In order to show a more detailed analysis, the displacements extracted
from selected points and along selected lines have been plotted as a function of time
(actually as a function of file number). The locations of points P1-P7 and line L2 are
presented in Fig. 7. The same data processing procedure has been applied to measure-
ments with and without the intermediate layer.

Displacements U, V and W extracted from points P1-P7 are presented in Fig. 8
together with the temperature changes (measured in the centre of the mirror). Plots in
Fig. 8 a, c and e represent the first series (for the mirror with the intermediate layer) and
plots in Fig. 8 b, d and f represent the results of the second measurement series (the
mirror without intermediate layer). In order to minimize the influence of z coordinate
modulations (see Fig. 3), the results at each point have been averaged over a small
circle (radius of about 10 pixels).

Fig. 6 U, V and W displacement maps in steady states of the mirror: (a) M1, 0 °C, (b) M2, −20 °C, (c) M3,
20 °C, (d) M4, 40 °C, (e) M5, 20 °C. The maps are at different colour scales, tailored to the minimum and
maximum values found in each map
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One can observe in Fig. 8 that the temperature of the mirror did not stabilize
at negative temperatures. For example, at a steady climate chamber temperature
of −15 °C (M2) the temperature measured on the mirror was −18 °C, whereas
this was not the case at temperatures above 0 °C. It can also be observed that

Fig. 7 Example W displacement map with overlaid points and lines of further analysis

a b

c d

e f

Fig. 8 Displacements extracted from points P1-P7: the first series displacements (a) U, (c) V, (e) W and the
second series displacements (b) U, (d) V, (f) W
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the specimens shrink as a result of the temperature variations. In-plane dis-
placements U and V at points P2-P7 are distributed symmetrically, while at
point P1 their values are negligibly small. All components of displacement
vector return to 0 when the temperature returns to the initial value of 20 °C
(M3 and M5). This observation is confirmed in the displacement maps (Fig. 6)
as well as in the displacements plots (Fig. 8). The very small displacement
values that were detected in the steady states M3 and M5 could be an effect of
very small temperature differences between the initial and tested states or could
be introduced by performing the measurement through the window (vertical
displacement gradients are clearly seen on maps with small displacement
values). The results of U and V displacement measurements were similar in
both series (Fig. 8 a and b). Slightly bigger maximum values were obtained in
measurements of the mirror without the intermediate layer, but in both cases
displacements are close to zero at the initial temperature of 20 °C. It is
different in the case of out-of-plane displacements. The biggest out-of-plane
displacements were detected at point P1 (in the centre of the mirror). W
displacements at other points had the opposite sign to displacements in P1.
The trend in the W displacements indicates the change of the mirror’s radius
induced by the changing temperature. Much bigger W displacements were
obtained in measurements of the complete mirror (Fig. 8e) when compared to
the measurements of the mirror without intermediate layer (Fig. 8f). This
indicates the considerable influence of the intermediate layer on the overall
sensitivity of the mirrors to ambient temperature variations.

In further analysis, trends of the deformations of the mirrors were evaluated. The
plots illustrating displacements U, V and W extracted from points along the line L2 as a
function of time are presented in Fig. 9, for the mirror with an intermediate layer.

In Fig. 9 one can observe a symmetrical trend of deformations of the measured
mirror. Zero displacements did not occur in the centre of the mirror, indicating the
deformation of the spherical shape of the mirror which can be a source of additional
aberrations. This effect could be caused by the influence of the thickness of the side
walls of the mirror.

The changes of U and V displacements in time (Fig. 9a and b) and in space (Fig. 6)
caused significant strains in the element. The variations of the strains in time (εxx, εyy)
calculated along the line L2 are presented in Fig. 10.

The strains εxx and εyy at 20 °C (ref, M3, M5) have very small values,
while they increase to significant positive values (tensile strains) at 40 °C (M4)
and decrease to comparable negative values (compressing strains) at −15 °C
(M2). This behavior suggests that significant fatigue stresses will occur in the
mirrors at normal operating temperatures. This is an undesirable feature which
has to be avoided.

In the last step of the data analysis, the radii of curvature of the mirrors have
been calculated. This has been done by fitting a sphere using a least squares
method to the point clouds (x, y, z coordinates) of the mirrors acquired in
consecutive steady states. The comparison between radii of curvature of mirrors
with and without an intermediate layer are presented in Table 1. The values of
calculated radii are given together with the uncertainty calculated as a standard
deviation of residuals of all points from the fitted point cloud. Differences of
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radii obtained at approximately the same temperature are caused by both
uncertainties of temperature measurement and sphere fitting procedure.

At the initial temperature 20 °C (ref), the radii of curvature of both mirrors
were approximately 15.5 m. Also in the steady states M3 and M5 (when the
temperature was 20 °C again) the radii of curvature returned to their initial
values. However, the difference between the radii of the mirrors with and

a b

Fig. 10 Strains calculated along line L2 as a function of time: (a) strains εxx, (b) strains εyy. The maps are at
different colour scales, tailored to the minimum and maximum values found in each map

a b

c

Fig. 9 Displacements extracted from points along line L2 as a function of time: (a) U displacements, (b) V
displacements and (c) W displacements. The maps are presented at different colour scales, tailored to the
minimum and maximum values found in each map
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without the intermediate layer can be clearly observed in the steady states M2
and M4. The radius of curvature of the mirror without the intermediate layer
remained the same within errors throughout the measurements, while the vari-
ations of the radius of curvature of the mirror with intermediate layer changed
significantly with temperature. The main cause of this phenomenon is the
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate and the
intermediate layer. The intermediate layer thickness was initially assumed to
be small such that the influence on thermal deformations is negligible.
However, in practice, for technical reasons, this layer has a thickness of several
mm, which causes significant variation in the radius of curvature of the
structure. To minimize this negative impact, it is proposed to make the structure
symmetrical by applying an intermediate layer on both sides of the substrate.
This technology update is currently under development.

6 Conclusion

The proposed method of measurement of the surface deformation and accom-
panying strains has proven to be particularly useful for the mirror tests in the
operating temperature range. The measurement accuracy obtained, which was
better than 10 μm, was sufficient to estimate the deformation of the surface
during tests in the thermal chamber. The random texture on the mirrors (a
speckle pattern) produced by paint is easy to remove without any damage to
the surface. The results obtained helped to identify the main (technological)
cause of decreasing optical performance of the element with temperature. These
tests resulted in the redesign of the SST-1M composite mirrors. First of all
symmetrization of the SMC structure and gel-coat was introduced, together with
a reduction in the thickness of the gel-coat layer. Some further changes in the
design which improve the technology of the mirror production are being
implemented, and the SMC mirror facet technology is close to be finalized
within next months. The second batch of SMC mirror prototypes will be tested
on the SST-1M telescope structure developed by Institute of Nuclear Physics
Polish Academy of Sciences in Krakow [21].

Table 1 Variation of the radii of curvature of the SMC mirrors with temperature

Steady state Temperature [°C] Radius [m]

With intermediate layer Without intermediate layer

ref 20±0.5 15.43±0.09 15.53±0.17

M1 0±0.5 12.40±0.09 15.35±0.17

M2 −15±0.5 11.03±0.09 15.07±0.17

M3 20±0.5 15.59±0.10 15.55±0.17

M4 40±0.5 20.81±0.10 15.59±0.17

M5 20±0.5 15.39±0.09 15.48±0.17
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